
The Leading Mobile Authentication
Provider, IPification Launches IM Auth
Service Through WhatsApp, Viber, and

Telegram
12 January 2022 - HONG KONG - The leading mobile authentication and fraud prevention
solution provider, IPification launches IM (Instant Messaging) Auth to enable mobile app
developers globally to use WhatsApp, Viber, and Telegram for quick user login and phone
verification. With this solution, IPification is expanding the coverage of its services beyond
mobile network operators who have its GMiD box installed.

Mobile app developers will now have the option to implement IM Auth, the IM-based
authentication solution from IPification to significantly increase the security and user experience
of their mobile apps when compared to SMS OTP - in turn also improving their user acquisition,
engagement, and retention rates.

To verify via IPification IM Auth, users choose their preferred IM provider, send an automatic
message to the branded IPification account, and they are instantly authenticated within two
clicks.

“IM Auth is incredibly important for IPification considering that it expands our coverage to just
about the whole planet via WhatsApp, Viber, and Telegram,” said Stefan Kostic, IPIfication CEO.
“We are super happy to be able to offer our secure and frictionless authentication to mobile app
developers, even if their users aren’t using SIMs from one of our MNO partners.”

The flagship mobile authentication solution from the company, mobile IP address-based
one-click authentication with the highest security will still be available for users with IPification
MNO partner SIM cards. The rest of the users can now also claim the benefits of streamlined
and quick mobile authentication and higher security with IM Auth.

In addition to the coverage of 1.5 billion subscribers in 20+ markets globally, IPification solutions
can now also be used by all WhatsApp, Viber, and Telegram users.

About IPification
IPification is building the backbone of mobile authentication of today and tomorrow. By verifying
the device, SIM & phone number via IP address, IPification patented technology is enabling
secure, passwordless, zero-tap compatible mobile user authentication, registration, transaction
approval and fraud prevention solutions for any mobile application. Readily available across



numerous countries and regions, IPification is trusted by some of the leading telco, technology,
payment, and OTT companies including Microsoft, GBG, DataZoo, 3HongKong, Axiata Digital.

Benefit Vantage Limited is a provider of security and data backup solutions in Asia,
headquartered in Hong Kong, it has a subsidiary in Switzerland, IPIFICATION INTERNATIONAL
AG, and representatives operating in the U.S., U.K., Serbia, Russia, Bosnia, Brazil, India,
Vietnam and  Pakistan.

For more information, please visit www.ipification.com
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